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The teaching practicum special edition

Welcome back friends and freshies to a new
academic year.

Often, the teaching fraternity receives bad
publicity due to a handful of unfortunate events.
I therefore chose the title, “Teacher of Life &
Teacher for Life” as the theme for this edition
of Voices to highlight the positive aspects of our
wonderful ministry of educating which I hope
will inspire you.

Since the Teaching Practicum is a very
important area in a trainee teacher’s life, I
decided to do an exclusive interview in,
“Teacher of Life” with a school Principal,
Mentor and two Cooperating Teachers on the
Teaching Practicum. The trainee teachers
interviewed also gave their thoughts, feelings
and advice. I was also lucky enough to interview
a teacher who has dedicated his life to teaching
by becoming a De La Salle Brother in the article,
“Teacher for Life”.

In today’s ever-changing society, lifelong
learning is no longer just an added advantage,
but is also fast becoming an essential necessity
in life.

The article, “Teachers of today, learning for
tomorrow”, interviews full-fledged teachers on
their reasons for returning to NIE to do full-time
or part-time courses. This article also interviews
a trainee teacher on the secret of his success of
crossing-over from the Dip-Ed to Degree
programme, which I’m certain many ‘Dip-
Edders’ will find very interesting and useful.

I hope you find all the articles in this issue
of Voices enriching and inspiring.

Remember that we are called not just to be
teachers of literacy but also teachers of life.

How the future will be tomorrow depends
a lot on how we teach our children today.

Are you ready to stand-up to make that
difference and shape our future?

The choice is in your hands…

Editor’s Commentary

With deepest sincerity,
Your brother in educating
James Chan
Editor-In-Chief
james_ttc@hotmail.com
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Practicum, Voices has decided to
bring the Practicum experience
back to NIE for the second half of
the year in the form of an
interview article.

S ince every first half of the
year, most trainee teachers
are out on Teaching

FREQUENCYFREQUENCY

Dear Teachers-in-Training,

I am delighted to welcome all new pre-
service teachers and welcome home
the seniors to a new academic year.

An exciting and challenging year
awaits everyone.

For the new teacher in particular,
it is fitting to ask yourself – Why Am
I a Teacher?

It does not matter who or what
persuaded you to enter the teaching
profession but if you are to get the
most out of your education and
training at the National Institute of
Education, seeing yourself as a
professional in the making, is essential.

You are obviously academically
inclined, having come from the top
third of your cohort but is that
sufficient? Are you people oriented?
Do you initiate thoughtful discussions
and dialogues with seniors and peers?
Do you feel responsible for your own
learning not only in academic work
but in the other domains (e.g. affective)
as well? Do you like/love children?
Are they or are they not the main
reason you are in the profession? Do
you see your lecturers purely as
dictators (teach me for now or for the
exams and hand me more lesson
notes) or as facilitators of your own
learning? What are your expectations
of the profession and its professionals
and are they realistic?

These are just some of the
thoughts and reflections you will be
making when you attempt to answer
the original question I posed.

The total environment of the NIE,
NTU campus has been conceived with
you in mind – the making of the total
teacher (student). Your lecturers are
always on hand to guide you to be
active, reflective, inter-disciplinary,
collaborative, life-long and
independent learners and researchers.

Let us all embark on this journey
together as the new academic year
begins. I wish you all a challenging,
satisfying, enjoyable and successful
year ahead!

Dr Leo Tan
Director NIE

By James Chan

I hope this article which
interviews the Principal, school
Mentor and Cooperating
Teachers as well as Trainee
Teachers on Practicum at
Changkat Primary School, will
give some insights and tips on
the Teaching Practicum.

Have you ever been a
Mentor or Cooperating
Teacher?
Yes.

Please tell us some of
the best and worse
experiences you’ve had.
Best: Some feel really
belonged to the school
and do their best, get
themselves involved.
Not too good: Very
disengaged.

As a Principal, what do
you look for in a

trainee teacher? How
can he/she excel
during his/her
practicum?
Trainee teachers should
learn as much as they
can, to help them be
inducted when they
join the service later.

It also gives them a
chance to really decide
if they want to teach.

Practicum is good
because it exposes the
trainee to different
schools and different
styles of teaching.
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School Principal:
Mrs Wee-Kwan Lian

How long have you been mentoring?
Since January 2003 (1 yr).

Please tell us some of the best and worse
experiences you’ve had.
It’s heartening to note trainees attempting to
carry out/experiment with different
unconventional strategies, incorporating IT
into their lessons.

It saddens me to detect insincere trainees
who have no love/passion for teaching, no
warmth for pupils.

What do you look for in a trainee teacher?
How can he/she excel during his/her
practicum?
a) A Teachable spirit
b) Having initiative
c) Boldness to try new strategies
d) Good planning & resources
e) Co-operation with CTs & fellow teachers
    in the school

Do you think the standard of teaching has
improved?
Certainly.

School Coordinating
Mentor: Mrs Foo Soh Hwa
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Teacher of Life
Teaching Practicum
Interview

Teacher of Life
Teaching Practicum
Interview
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How long have you been a
cooperating teacher?
5 years.

Please tell us some of the best
and worse experiences you’ve
had.
Good – Trainee teacher spent time
after school to address pupils’
weak areas.
Poor – Teacher put in little effort
to produce quality lessons.

What do you look for in a trainee
teacher? How can he/she excel
during his/her practicum?
1) Enthusiasm towards the lesson

taught
2) A good attitude
3) A willingness to learn new

ideas, concepts & skills
4) An ability to learn from

mistakes.

Do you think the standard of
teaching has improved? In what
ways?
Yes, definitely. In recent years a
lot of emphasis has been placed
on teaching pupils through
different modes, e.g. teaching of
IT, mind-mapping, hands on
activities, etc… All of these make
it more beneficial for the students.

Anything else you would like
to add?
Trainees have to be mentally,
physically and emotionally
prepared for the practicum
experience.

Although NIE tries to make
teaching as ideal as possible,
trainees have to be prepared for
the reality as well. After all, in the
end trainees must remember that
they are here to serve the students.

FREQUENCYFREQUENCY

Cooperating Teacher: Mr Iskandar

How long have you been a
cooperating teacher?
4 years.

Please tell us some of the best and
worse experiences you’ve had.
Worst experience: One trainee a
couple of years ago, ignored and
didn’t listen to advice. She told the
Supervisor things the CT never said.

Never prepared her work,
“Chalk & Talk”.

Best: Gave good lessons, had
good websites, strategies and lots
of ideas.

What do you look for in a trainee
teacher? How can he/she excel
during his/her practicum?

One who has lots of creativity,
ideas and good preparation of
lessons.
Uses Manipulatives.
He/she does not need good
classroom management as yet.

Do you think the standard of
teaching has improved? In
what ways?
Yes, a lot of IT, creativity and
manipulatives.

Anything else you would like to
add?
Be more receptive of CT’s
suggestions, able to take feedback
positively and work towards
improvement.

Cooperating Teacher: Mdm Salmi Rahmat

Morning assembly something
we do not have in NIE

Lessons — Lesson 1:
Always walk around class
to answer questions.

Recess is not the full 30 minutes
which pupils enjoy but only a
quick bite and occasional
chat before preparing for the
next lesson.

Staff Room humour to
break the monotony
and stress from the
workload is very
healthy

Assembling to go back
to class after recess

And finally after school,
means marking
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Is this your first practicum?
No, 2nd Practicum.

If it isn’t, how is it different from
the first practicum?
More pressure since the
expectations are higher. A lot
depends on how well you do in
the 2nd practicum.

Currently, what are some of the
activities you do during

practicum? (Eg. CCAs,
Committee meetings, etc…)
Since it is the Continual
Assessment week, most CCAs
were suspended. However, I will
be involved in the upcoming
school camp in March and the
Sports Day in April.

Besides just getting good grades,
what do you hope to achieve
during your practicum?
Have a good rapport with the
pupils and colleagues. Be an asset
to the school, even though your
contributions may be limited by
the lack pf experience.

Anything else you would like to
add?
Personally, I feel that the timing
of the 2nd Practicum should be
planned after the Continual
Assessment week, therefore
causing less disruption.

FREQUENCYFREQUENCY

Trainee Teacher: Ben Lim

Is this your first practicum?
No.

If it isn’t, how is it different
from the first practicum?
I feel that I am more prepared
for this practicum because I
know what to expect (in terms
of students, staff and school
culture)

Currently, what are some of
the activities you do during
practicum? (Eg. CCAs,
Committee meetings, etc…)

Assist my CT in Trim and Fit
Club.

Besides just getting good
grades, what do you hope to
achieve during your
practicum?
1) Understand children better.
2) Build rapport with students

and other teachers.
3) Learn as much as I can from

the more experienced
teachers.

4) Discover my weaknesses &
strengths as a teacher.

Trainee Teacher: Sabariah Salim

Is this your first practicum?
Yes.

Currently, what are some of
the activities you do during
practicum? (Eg. CCAs,
Committee meetings, etc…)
I have been here for less than
a month only, so I’m trying to
find out more about as many
CCAs as I can, to help me
decide which one I will be able
to be most helpful at. Other
than that, I am already
participating with House
(Sports Day) Activities.

Besides just getting good
grades, what do you hope to
achieve during your
practicum?
Even more motivation to
enhance my need of inspiring
the children I meet and to be
more involved in the school’s
activities, be it CCAs, House
management, meetings, etc…

Anything else you would like
to add?
To be a teacher in our local
schools is exhausting, but I
can’t wait to start!

Trainee Teacher: Esther Seet

Is this your first practicum?
Yes.

Currently, what are some of the
activities you do during
practicum? (Eg. CCAs,
Committee meetings, etc…)
1) Helping invigilation
2) Attended Contact Time

Besides just getting good grades,
what do you hope to achieve
during your practicum?
1) Good teaching contacts &

friends
2) Experience with children
3) Teaching techniques &

resources

Anything else you would like to
add?
It is a very taxing experience as
we need to juggle between on-
going NIE modules and Practicum
requirements.

It takes away the active
participation in the school
activities which would enrich the
practicum experience.

Nonetheless, it is a learning
experience as being teachers; we
would have more duties and
responsibilities other than
classroom teaching.

Trainee Teacher: Muhd. Rizlan

Trainee Teachers Haryana, Narasyiqin and Sabariah with some pupils
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Interview with De La Salle Brother Jeffrey Chan, FSC

Br. Jeffrey with his students from St Stephen’s Primary School.

How long have you been
teaching & at which schools?
I started teaching in my own alma
mater, De La Salle School, in April
1994.  I resigned in June 1999 and
left for the Philippines for my
religious formation.  Rejoined the
service in July 2002 and now
posted to St Stephen’s School. So
how long have I been a teacher?
Huh… 7 years?

What makes you want to dedicate

your life to teaching?
As a religious educator, teaching
is more than just a profession, it
is a Ministry… a Vocation… a
Calling…  I do not just teach, most
importantly, I accompany…
accompany the children at that
stage of their lives… To be their
big brother not only to lead, but
to be with them along the way…

Do you scold your students?
Of course, I even scream at them!

 Hahaha…  I prefer to use the
word reprimand.  To reprimand
students is part and parcel of
being a teacher.   When we
reprimand our students, it shows
that we love them… we want
them to be good.  Yea, we can talk
or reason out with them, provided
that it works… if not, SCOLD!!

What do you hope to achieve at
the end of the day?
To be realistic, like all teachers, I

hope at the end of the day, all my
students do well academically.
However, it is my greatest hope
that they grow up to be men for
others…

Any advice you would like to
share with the trainee teachers?
If you do not love children/ the
youth, please stop your training
 NOW!  Teaching is different
from the other professions, you
will encounter all kinds of
difficult students.  No matter
how fantastic your lesson
preparations are, if you do not
love your students, you have
failed as a teacher.  Of course, it
is not easy to love the most
‘irritating’ ones… the
‘incorrigible’ ones… just take one
day at a time…  miracles will
happen… perhaps not now… ten
years later???  Maybe…

However, there are some special
trainees among us who are
actually trained teachers. They
have taken up the challenge to

To most of us, our Institute
is the place where we do our
initial teacher training.

return to campus for upgrading.
Some of them are returning
teachers with vast teaching
experience, some are doing their
part-time degree here while
teaching in the schools and some
were Diploma students who

Teachers of

By Ho Joon Wah

have done exceptionally well
enough to cross over to the
degree programme. As the
Chinese saying goes, “For as long
as one lives, one learns”. This
special group certainly
epitomizes this concept and we

all can learn from their positive
attitude towards lifelong
learning.  In the following
interviews, we are very fortunate
to have some of them share with
us their stories, inspirations,
challenges and tips.

Interview with De La Salle Brother Jeffrey Chan, FSC
Teacher For LifeTeacher For Life

By James Chan

tomorrowlearning for

today,
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Zulkifli Mansor, Bachelor of Science (Education) (Dip-Ed to Degree Cross-over)

done so. By learning to
accommodate both real-life
situations with theoretical
studies, you will be able to
create assignments that not
only please your tutors but
give meaning to your teaching.

2. Academic subjects are
important but always
remember that we are here to
become teachers so pay
attention to the Curriculum
Studies (CS) and Educational
Studies (ES) modules. The more
you learn how to teach, the
more you will be able to teach.

3. Balance your workload. This
is very important. There will
be people who are born

teachers and obtain distinctions
during practicum due to their
excellent teaching but when it
comes to academic subjects
they are unable to do quite as
well and as a result fail to
crossover. This may seem
unfair to some, but the fact is
that to obtain a BSc and BA
requires some amount of
knowledge specialization in
that area of expertise.

4. Maintain good interactions.
Inter and Intra personal skills
are very important. However,
there will definitely be times
when we feel that we may have
been unfairly treated. I guess
this is life. We just have to make

do with what we have and learn
to respect the outcome of it all.

5. Lastly, enjoy the learning
process. I have enjoyed myself
very much during the Dip Ed
programme — I had time to
join clubs, write in NIE Voices
etc. Now, its more like study,
study, study. To those
crossovers who managed to
juggle their academics as well
as be involved with clubs, I
salute them. Honestly, with
more than 9 AS modules to
take now compared to just 2
during Dip Ed, I really miss
the Dip Ed years.

What do you hope to achieve
after completing your
programme?
Hopefully, I won’t forget how to
teach after graduation… hehe.
Other than that, my motto is
simple, to hope that my future
students will enjoy learning under
my tutelage. If I can achieve that,
it’s a dream job come true.

Teachers of today, learning for tomorrow

teach, the more you will
be able to teach.

The more you learn how to

What is the secret of your
crossover success? Do share this
with our fellow trainees. How
different is this course compared
to the Dip Ed or Cert Ed course?
What are the challenges that you
faced in pursuing the BA(Ed)
programme?
Secret? Hmm… how do I say this?
There is none. It’s more of
‘guidelines’ to keep you in check
at all times. But to make it more
fun, I will try to list these
‘guidelines’ down:

1. Be open to new ideas. In NIE
you are going to come across
many pedagogical ideas which
you may disagree with based
on your experience during
contract teaching. Try to accept
them and accommodate them.
If we are too rigid in our
mindset, then it would create
a vicious cycle where newer
pedagogies are simply left at
NIE because when you are in
school you stick to the old
method which your previous
teachers have taught you. For
those who have no experience
in contract or relief teaching,
then talk to friends who have

Munawarrah Sultana Unwar,
Bachelor of Arts (Education)

What are the factors/reasons
that made you decide to return
to NIE to pursue further
studies?
a) Personal fulfillment on

what I’ve been visualizing
since I was a student.

b) I intend to make teaching
my lifetime profession and
I believe that a degree is
essential for it adds a touch
of “professionalism” to the
career and a society where
the paper qualification is
the ultimate reality.

c) There isn’t a clear
distinction between the

workload of a diploma
holder to a degree holder. I
found that out when I
became the Level Head of
English. Hence it is only
desirable for one to earn a
similar salary for the same
amount of work.

How different is this course
compared to the Dip Ed or
Cert Ed programme?
The diploma course
encompasses many areas of
teaching approaches and
techniques. It provides the pre-
requisite skills to becoming a
teacher in a primary school. It
also includes the teaching

practice, a crucial step where
we were given the opportunity
to experience teaching life and
hence allowing us to “brace”
ourselves for the task as an
educator. The degree course on
the other hand, does not
include teaching approaches.

It increases our knowledge
on subjects with the rationale
of providing us with more in
depth research and
understanding.

What do you hope to achieve
after completing your
programme?
To apply the knowledge
derived to my teaching,
especially in Maths which has
not been my forte.

To enjoy the “prestige” that
comes with having a degree.
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What are the factors/reasons that
made you decide to return to NIE
to pursue further studies?
To upgrade myself... personal &
career. An “A” level cert is not much
of a value nowadays.

How different is this course
compared to the Dip Ed or Cert Ed
programme?
Very much different!  There are
additional modules when compared
to 10 years ago.  Workload is heavier
and expectations from lecturers are
also high when compared to a
diploma education.  I hate the long
travelling hours (4 hours a day)! Old
Bukit Timah Campus was only 20-
30 minutes away from my doorstep!

What are the challenges that you
face in pursuing the BA(Ed)
programme?
As a mother of three, time
management!  I have to juggle family
life and studies at the same
time...especially when my elder
daughter’s exams and mine are on
the same dates!

Peer pressure as most of my
classmates are younger and more
knowledgeable.

What do you hope to achieve after
completing your programme?
If I deserve to go for Honours, to go
ahead with it!

FREQUENCYFREQUENCY

Mdm Raja Bachelor of
Arts (Education)
(Returning teacher)

Chew Jia Chi Grace, Bachelor of Arts (Education)
(Part-time)

Nur Jannah Juri, Bachelor of Arts (Education)
(Part-time)

What are the factors/reasons
that made you decide to return
to NIE to pursue further
studies?
1) To upgrade myself

professionally.
2) Want to have a life long

learning attitude.
3) Constantly want to equip

myself with more
knowledge and skills so
that it can help in my
classroom teaching and
inevitably my pupils.

4) To be a source of inspiration
or good role model to my
pupils that learning never
stops no matter how old
you are.

How different is this course
compared to the Dip Ed or
Cert Ed programme?
1) Last time full-time, now

part-time.
2) More in depth learning.
3) Expose to a broader scope

of subjects.

What are the challenges that
you face in pursuing the
BA(Ed) programme?
1) Since this is a part-time

course, coping with teaching
work in school and studies.

2) Getting back in to student/
learning mode after 9 years
away from studies.

What do you hope to achieve
after completing your
programme?
Get a good degree.

        There are
additional modules
when compared to
10 years ago.
Workload is heavier
and expectations
from lecturers are also
high when compared
to a diploma
education.

or good role model
...a source of inspiration

to my pupils that learning
never stops no matter

how old you are...

What are the factors/reasons
that made you decide to
return to NIE to pursue
further studies?
1) To upgrade and perform

better at work (a diploma
really isn’t enough in
today’s context).

2) For enrichment and
knowledge.

3) For more pay of course!
How different is this course
compared to the Dip Ed or
Cert Ed programme?
Argh... goes academically
deeper (of course! since it’s a
degree).

Hmm... not vastly
different from my dip course
because I took the same AS for
my Dip so it’s a direct subject
follow-up with half of the

credits exempted. Slightly
higher expectations.

What are the challenges that
you face in pursuing the
BA(Ed) programme?
The biggest challenge is
juggling work and studies.
Managing my time between
NIE school projects, marking
my endless loads of
workbooks and filing SEM
and WITS papers,
temperature-taking records.

Suddenly, full-time studies
(when compared to studying
part time and working)
appears to be a breeze.

What do you hope to
achieve after completing
your programme?

As a part time student who
gets to teach everyday in a
Primary school, putting
teaching strategies and
classroom management
tactics to practice does not
rank high on my priority list
because I get to try them out
almost everyday in a
classroom of children
bursting with energy. What I
do hope to achieve from the
course is to increase my
knowledge and gain a better
understanding of the subjects
I’ve specialised in. This would
then in turn, benefit my
students when I complete
my course.

juggling work and studies.
The biggest challenge is
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he BAC (Bachelor of Arts Club) held
a campus-wide blood donation
Drive from 8th to the 10th of March

2004. The BAC’s Blood Donation Drive has
become a semestral affair. Last semester,
we also had a big scale blood donation

drive which had better participation.
We hope that the next blood donation
drive will receive better response. 124
units of blood were collected from the
3-day drive.

The blood drive was targeted at the
students of NIE, as well as NTU. The staff of
NIE and NTU also came forward to offer
their gift of life. Many students came
although they had classes immediately
after their donation. The staff and students
came mostly during lunch time and the
venue was most full during these hours. We
would like to commend those who made
time to donate blood. Their actions will be
appreciated by those who need their
blood, even though those who receive it

may not know who the donors are.
The Blood Bank is short of blood and

new blood is needed everyday. Thus, the
blood donation drive is conducted on
campus to make the donation of blood
easier for those who want to donate but
have no time to go down to the Blood
Bank. Also, the drive is held to raise the
awareness that the
Blood Bank needs
new blood everyday
and to encourage
new donors. We hope
that the response
will be even
greater the
next time.
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and NIE Trainee Teachers’ Club
(TTC) and sponsored by Ricoh.
The objective of this project was
to give children emotional
support and improve their living
environment. This project
stretched over three Saturdays at
the Chen Su Lan Methodist
Children’s Home, the project’s
adopted home.

The project started with a trip
to Bukit Timah Nature Reserve
conducted by volunteers from
NTU and Ricoh. Once there, the
children and volunteers were
divided into groups. The four
groups then took the dirt path
and began the ascent. Along the
way, each group collected parts
of a question, which was to be
answered at the end of the walk,
at ‘checkpoints’ set up at rest
stops and huts. After about an
hour, the children and volunteers
reached the summit, where they
were given refreshments. When
everyone regained their energy,

P roject Inspirar 2004 was
jointly organised by NTU
Welfare Services Club

they took the main path and
began the descent. The day ended
with the children and volunteers
parting ways at the home.

On 21st February 2004, the
volunteers visited the Chen Su
Lan’s Methodist Children’s
Home. First, they were given the
history of the home and then they
were each assigned a child to take

care of for the day. To facilitate
interaction, the volunteers played
Captain’s Ball and telematch with
the children. After a sumptuous
tea, there was a sing along session
led by three of the volunteers and
one of the children.

On 28th June 2004, the
volunteers gathered at the home
for a mini concert. The first item

was a presentation on the Chen
Su Lan Methodist Children’s
Home, followed by a magic
show performed by one of the
volunteers, Alex. In addition to
performing magic tricks, Alex
twisted balloons into all shapes
and sizes to give to the children.
Then it was the children’s turn
to perform. This was followed
by a video presentation of the
past three weeks of Project
Inspirar 2004. Finally,
certificates of participation and
prizes were given out as well as
tokens of appreciation to
representatives from Ricoh and
the Children’s Home.

TTC donated a sum of $1,000
to the Home. This was presented
by TTC President, Ms. Sharon
Eng. The proceeds were raised
from the Fruit and Vegetable
bazaar organised by TTC on 14-
16 Jan 04.

By Cherine Tan

FREQUENCYFREQUENCY

Project Inspirar 2004
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Trainee Teacher and TTC Hon-Gen Secretary Deline in orange, right bottom with
fellow participants and the children at Bukit Timah Nature Reserve

‘Not only touching lives but giving the gift of life’
THE BAC Blood Donation Drive

T

By Carolyn Qiu WanhuiTrainee Teacher Chua Sushan giving her gift of life.
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Society, better known as NTUMS, launched the Islamic
Awareness Programme (IAP) to enlighten the student
bodies of both NTU and NIE on Islam.

Held annually, the IAP for this year was held from
the 10th — 12th of March. Minister for Community
Development and Sports, and Minister In-Charge of
Home Affairs, Dr Yaacob Ibrahim was present to grace
the opening ceremony, held on the first of the 3-day
long programme.

‘Peace Be Upon You’ being the theme of the event,
NTUMS set out to attract its audiences through a
colourful and vibrant exhibition put up at the open
space located next to Canteen A (in front of Lecture
Theatre 1A). The main aim of the exhibition was to
create a greater awareness of various values practised
in Islam amongst the non-Muslim students.

Various model representations were used to portray
the 5 core values practised by Muslims: Tolerance,
Sincerity, Love, Wisdom and Equality. Brief write-ups on
each of these values accompanied the models so as
to give the readers a basic idea on the significance
of the values from the Islamic perspective.

Islamic Awareness
Programme (IAP)

Dr Yaacob Ibrahim, third from left with NIE trainee teachers and
Dr Allan Luke from NIE Centre for Research in Pedagogy and
Practice on the extreme right.

n recent times, Islam has been very much linked
to various negative connotations. In view of this,
the Nanyang Technological University MuslimI

Trainee Teachers’ Affairs

Teacher Culture
Day 2004

his year’s Teacher Culture
Day was held on 7 April
2004 during lunch time at

the NIE canteen. Organised
annually since 1999 by the Trainee
Teachers’ Club (TTC), this event
aims to motivate trainee teachers
to constantly uphold a
professional teacher’s image. Its
origin was conceived in response
to Prof Leo Tan’s (Director, NIE)
call to student leaders to propose
a presentable yet practical dress
code for all trainee teachers.

The programme kicked off
with Prof Tan and TTC President
Ms Sharon Eng unveiling the Faces
of NIE photo collage, which

portrayed trainee teachers and staff
as one big family. Attired in an
array of formal, casual and sporty
outfits, a group of trainee teachers
then proceeded to exhibit proper
and improper dress codes through
a fashion show. Photographs, now
on permanent display at the
Library Arcade, depicted selected
trainee teachers as role models
exemplifying the essence of a
teacher culture in NIE.

While guests delighted in a
buffet, trainee teachers were given
goody bags in conjunction with the
biannual Examination Outreach as
a form of motivation during the
examination period.

T

Director Leo Tan addressing
the audience

Director and TTC President Sharon Eng, unveiling
the NIE Photo collage

Mr and Ms ‘Bochap’ during
the Fashion show on
appropriate dressing in NIE

From left, A/P D’Rozario, Director Leo Tan and Mrs Seah
with the TTC Ex-Co members

NTUMS added some flavour to their already
attractive exhibition through a hands-on session on
wearing the ‘Hijab’ (The Hijab is the head-dress donned
by Muslim women.) Students, mainly the non-Muslims,
had a feel of what it was like to actually don the ‘Hijab’
with the help of a few NTUMS Muslim ladies.

All in all, the event was a success. Non-Muslims who
made up a significant
percentage of the students
viewing the exhibition showed
much interest and were keen to
find out more about Islam. NTUMS
was more than happy to answer
questions posed and clear any
misconceptions that students
had on Islam.

By Iza Mariah Idris

By James Chan
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be watching a movie, cycling
along a sandy beach or just plain
lazing around at home. However,
some people decided to take
volunteerism to a whole new level.
The fifteen members that make up
the management committee of the
Service Learning Club volunteered
to give up their Sunday to attend
a workshop that tied in closely
with the club's purpose of having
an effective management system.

There were no complaints as
the workshop on 21 March that
stretched from 9 a.m. to 5 p.m.,
proved to be highly beneficial and
worth the sacrifice. The session
incorporated many group activities
in which we learnt the various
stages of management and we also
had discussions during our breaks
over cups of tea and snacks.

The workshop, led by
instructor Ms Lam Moy Yin from
the National Volunteer &
Philantrophy Centre (NVPC),
addressed various elements in a
volunteer management system,

W hat would you be
doing on a Sunday
morning? You could

ATTUNEATTUNE

very much like the Service
Learning Club. The workshop
helped us all to gain knowledge,
which we could later apply to
enhancing and developing our
volunteer programme.

The fundamentals of the
course included appreciating the
importance of a Volunteer
Management System and to
review why we want to involve
volunteers in our work. We then
proceeded to know the
components and elements in a
Volunteer Management System.
Then we went on to explore some
key practices like budget setting,
policy formulation, recruitment
and supervision, in volunteer
programmes. We also had a more
detailed idea of how to draw up
an action plan to further develop
our volunteer programmes.

Some issues that cropped up
were whether volunteers lose
interest if the club did not
organize activities frequently
enough for its volunteers? How
would we go about recruiting
volunteers? How could we
motivate our volunteers and keep

MANAGING VOLUNTEERS?

track of their activities? What type
of communication network would
our club have to facilitate
feedback from our members?

As we worked through these
issues in relation to our club's
vision, we realized that organizing
an effective management system
could be an arduous task.
However, the members of the
Service Learning Club are a
dedicated lot that would certainly
work together to promote their
club and gather new volunteers.
The workshop provided the
members with the foundation and
ability to now plan out the club
structure and to tackle all obstacles
along the way. The workshop is a
must for any organization that
deals with volunteers and the By Rosvinder Kaur Sahota

The Service Learning Club Learns How

Siva (center), with his SLC management committee.
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n 5th February 2004, the last day of
Chinese New Year, the NIE family
celebrated Chinese New Year (CNY)

with a simple get-together. This was the second
lunch gathering the Chinese Language
Education and Research (CLEAR) Club
organized, with help from the Student &
Academic Services (SAS).

A clear distinction this year is also seen in the
many couplets hung on the walls in the
canteen. Traditionally, these couplets would
be hung at home during Chinese New Year to
usher in the joyous season. A/P Lim Buan Chay
— a well-known calligrapher in his own right —
 had graciously written some couplets with his
powerful and precise strokes of the brush.

On that day, we had the pleasure of
viewing a lion dance performance. Not only
did the two playful lions danced and pranced
to the roaring beats of Chinese drums and
cymbals, they also skillfully peeled the
mandarin oranges — a symbolism of wealth
(well, not always material in the strictest sense,
but also a wealth of wisdom). This was followed

by the opening address by our Guest of
Honour, A/P Chan Chiu Ming, Head, Asian
Languages and Cultures Academic Group.
Then came the climax of the celebrations!
Participants enjoyed the traditional “Lo-Hei”
(“Lao Yusheng”). Whether trainees, teachers
or staff, we gathered round the table, tossing
the raw fish and other vegetables using our
chopsticks for peace, joy and prosperity. While
some of the Malay and Indian members of
our NIE family tried their hands at “Lo-Hei” for
the first time, we could also see a couple of
familiar faces who came for the get-together
last year. The CLEAR Club certainly hopes to
organize yet another happy get-together next
year. See you all in CNY 2005!

O
CLEAR — CNY Get-Together By Chia Liang

Lions at the NIE canteen.
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Service Learning Club has
benefited tremendously from it.

The Service Learning Club
promotes learning through
volunteerism and one can visit
our web site www.servicelearning
club.nie.edu.sg to learn more
about this recently established
club in NIE. We look forward to
expanding our pool of volunteers.
Do consider joining the Service
Learning Club that promotes
service learning for all at NIE.
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MLCS will be organizing two major
events: Awallah Dondang and The
Ultimate Frisbee Challenge. Awallah
Dondang will be a first time
production where cultural groups
from various tertiary institutions are
invited to showcase their talents. This
major event will be held on the 31st
of July at the Singapore Polytechnic
Convention Centre. Following this,
we will be having our annual sports
event, Sukan Sukaan. This year, the
event will be called The Ultimate
Frisbee Challenge. It will take on the
theme of introducing the students to
a new sport, which is fast gaining
popularity.

The past one year in MLCS has
given me much memories and
lessons learnt. Aside from the
friendships formed, MLCS has
provided me a platform from which
I can contribute more to the Malay
community. Make your schooling
days more enriching, join our MLCS
family. Don’t forget to check us out
at the CCA fair and visit our website
www.perbayu.com to find out more
about us!
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neglecting their culture? Wish you
could change that and incorporate
culture in their lives and maybe your
own? Well, hop on board. NTU/NIE
Malay Language and Cultural
Society (MLCS) is just the thing for
you. Better known as Perbayu, the
main objective of this society is to
preserve the beauty of the Malay
language and culture. This CCA will
not only give you an opportunity
to put those leadership skills to good
use, you will also have fun
organizing events whilst widening
your circle of friends.

Ever thought that students are
too occupied with their
studies and are totally

Upon the move of NIE to the
new campus at Jalan Bahar about 3
years back, the society then
established itself as NTUMLCS. It
has since organized various events.

In the year 2004 alone, MLCS
has embarked on several projects:
* Pentas Pujangga — Drama

competition organized by the
NUS Malay Language Society
where MLCS emerged victorious
as the first runner-up.

* Bazar Budaya — Cultural
Bazaar held in January, which
aimed to inform the student body
more about the Malay culture.

* LBKM Donation Drive —
MLCS helped to facilitate and
ensure the smooth running of
the LBKM Flag Day where
students from various secondary
schools played their part in
helping the community by
selling flags to raise funds for
the organization.

* MIQ – A general knowledge quiz
organized by the Fellowship of
Muslim Students Association
(FMSA) for Junior Colleges,
Polytechnics and Madrasahs.

MLCS helped in setting
questions for the various stages
of the quiz. One of our members
became the quizmaster for the
quarterfinals, the semi-final and
the final rounds of the quiz
competition.

* Luahan Pena – A writing
competition, which is currently
ongoing and aims to allow
tertiary students to try their
hands at writing short essays and
poetry. Winning entries will be
compiled and published in a
book sometime in July.
What’s coming up? To start off

the new semester (July-Nov 2004),

ATTUNEATTUNE

series of evangelical talks was
organised by NTU Christian Fellowship
(NTU CF) from 16th February to 18th

February 2004 at NIE LT 8 (NIE Arts
Blk).Commonly asked topics were presented.
For example, “Who is God?”, “What is the
Bible?” and “Why is Jesus the Only Way?” The
talks were organised with the hope of helping
students know more about the Christian faith.
We are glad that many came and had their
questions answered. Similar talks will be held
in the coming academic year.

The Nanyang Technological University
Christian Fellowship (NTUCF) is a student
initiated campus ministry affiliated to
International Fellowship of Evangelical
Students (IFES), an international body
dedicated to growing communities of active
Christian witnesses in tertiary institutions
worldwide. “Change the world, one student
at a time”. This is the mission of FES Singapore
in all its ministries. In Singapore, FES has Christian
Fellowships in all the universities and most of
the polytechnics, and it is supported by the
National Council of Churches.

The NTUCF serves to strengthen the
Christian faith amongst students in NTU. It
comprises of different sections, the English,
Chinese, Bahasa Indonesia, and NIE clusters.
However, we are still a body united in Christ.
Efforts are made to challenge students to
consider God the Creator, who loves the world
and gave His only Son Jesus to die for our sins
that we may be reconciled to Him. The
activities of the Fellowship are all geared

towards knowing God and making Him known.
The CF maintains strong links with the

Teacher’s Christian Fellowship (TCF). We are
a group of Christian trainee teachers who
meet up regularly for biblical fellowship and
build one another up towards maturity in
Christ. Being future educators, we also
encourage one another to be equipped for
the rigours and challenges of a career in
education. We gather in small Care Groups
(CG) on a weekly basis to study the bible and
join the NTUCF English section for regular
corporate meetings. Coming up next is the
Freshmen Orientation Camp from 6 to 9 July.
For the new academic year, we will be
conducting bible studies on the Gospel of
John and also Gospel Living. A series of
Lunchtime Talks are also in the pipeline.  That’s
not all. Look out for our publicity posters!
Whether you are a Christian or not, we
welcome you to join us!  For more information,
please feel free to contact Ee Hoon at
eehoon81@yahoo.com.sg

A
NTU Christian Fellowship (CF) By Ee Hoon & Ho Joon Wah

CF members from NTU & NIE

Malay Language and Cultural Society (MLCS)
By Iza Mariah Idris
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Boys in green playing the ‘kompang’
during the opening ceremony of the IAP

The dikir barat performance during the
Kembara Budaya 2002.
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which is the society’s very own.
The NTU Buddhist Society is not
just about chanting and praying
as many would think it to be.
Rather, the society provides
beautiful opportunity for youths
who are searching for some
meaning to their lives to get
together to explore the teachings
of the Buddha.

Getting Together
NTUBS is like one big family
where we all get together to share
our lives...

Growing together
While fellowship is key, this
friendship is made meaningful
and enriching through the
learning of the Buddha Dharma,
where we explore the meaning of

I n every song-singing session,
the NTU Buddhist Society
never fails to sing this song,

ATTUNEATTUNE

life together, seek peace through
meditation, discuss issues and
learn from each others’
experiences.

Sharing our lives
      Recognizing that we are indeed
fortunate youths, with healthy
bodies and minds, we are greatly
inspired to share our blessings we
have with the less fortunate.
Hence, we treasure every
opportunity given to us to
organize activities that will benefit
those in need, both in terms of
fund-raising efforts and offering
care to the less fortunate. We truly
rejoice in the practice of charity
and compassion towards all
beings.
      If you are interested to join us,
please contact
songgechan@pmail.ntu.edu.sg
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Oh! NTUBS
You’ve given me everything
I have friends, I have happiness
I’ve found the holy way

In our home, in our family
Of NTUBS

Celebrating life’s precious moments

Compassion in Action 2004: A holistic effort to care for the needy (included fund-
raising through pledge cards and a charity carwash; and also an
outing for the beneficiaries).

Tamil Language Club

Members of TLC aka the ‘Spice’ girls
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The Tamil Language Club organizes activities which
are both educational and recreational. The club organized
a BBQ party last December as an ice-breaking session for
newcomers. The club also actively participated in the Tamil
New Year celebrations held on April 17th this year. The
Club also staged a performance during the NIE Alumni
Day last year. This year the Club has organized a Children’s
Drama Competition for Primary School students islandwide
on June 5th. Each year, the Club organizes Dance
competitions and Singing competitions but currently the
7th  Executive Committee has turned the tables and shifted
its attention to our Primary School students! The Club also
organizes orientation programmes for the new Tamil trainee
teachers, chalets to get-together, Dinner & Dance and
farewell parties for the graduating trainees yearly.

The Club has expanded rapidly and would like to
expand its membership further to all Indian freshies joining
NIE this year. Therefore, if you like participating or organizing
activities which are related to the Indian culture and
flavour, and hope to do something truly exciting in your
course of
stay in NIE, then the Tamil Language Club is the club for
you!! So, to all those Indian freshies  if  you want to get a
taste of Indian culture and flavour mixed with fun and
excitement,  join us at the TLC booth or e-mail us at email:
tlc_7th@yahoo.com.sg

So why wait! Join us now!

NTUBS  The Tamil Language Club [ TLC ] is the home of culture
and entertainment for Tamil trainee teachers at NIE. TLC
caters for the cultural and educational needs of Tamil
trainee teachers. The Club organizes seminars, debates,
dance competitions and sharing sessions for our trainees
as well as for fully fledged teachers and students. The Tamil
Language Club has won numerous awards in debate
competitions. The club also actively participates in sharing
sessions about teaching methods. Tamil Language Club
has  also made a historical remark this year by launching
its very own logo.
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Lay Catholic Educators as well as
our CSA Chaplain, Franciscan Friar
John-Paul Tan.

Currently, the NIE
Representatives in CSA are
working with the Catholic
Education Council (CEC) of the
Archdiocese of Singapore to help
Catholic trainee teachers who wish
to teach in a Catholic School, look
for vacancies in Catholic schools.

Feel free to drop us an email
anytime at our_csa@yahoo.com
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(NTUCSA) is a community of
Catholics who fully live out the
meaning of what it means to be
church on campus. Here, the
community tries to fulfil its
baptismal responsibility of
announcing and living the
Gospel through its different

Nanyang Technological
University Catholic
Students’ Apostolate

ministries such as Music,
Publication, Spiritual, etc…

NIE comes under the umbrella
of NTUCSA, where we have NIE
Representatives sitting on the
board of Ex-Co which oversees
the running of CSA.

We have weekly Masses on
Wednesday, 6pm at Nanyang
House as well as lunch time Masses
every Friday, 1.30pm in one of the

Lecture Theatres at NIE. The
Masses are attended by both staff
and students of NIE and NTU. For
further details on Mass timings
and venues, look out for posters
on the notice boards at NIE.

Last year, CSA organised a
forum on “Teaching in Catholic
Schools” to put forth the idea of
teaching in a Catholic school as an
avenue to live out the Gospel. Last
December, we also had our Annual
NIE Retreat which included
spiritual input by Religious and

ATTUNEATTUNE

NTU MUSLIM SOCIETY

graduates and staff alike) by providing for
everyday needs such as places where
daily prayer can be performed and by
organising activities that encourage the
development of each individual and the
personality of the Muslim community as a
whole. Development of all NTUMS
members in all aspects is the focus in the
organisation of NTUMS events.

S ince it’s formation in 1991, the NTU
Muslim Society has served the
Muslim community (undergraduate,

Activities organised by NTUMS range
from religion oriented talks to sports. In the
last academic year, NTUMS organised a
series of talks by established invited speakers
in its lecture series that covered topics from
Islamic spirituality to the universal value of
love. NTUMS also organised events such as
night cycling, MS League (soccer) and STIX
(floorball for women) that aim to
encourage interaction and build bonds
amongst the Muslim community in NTU and
NIE. The society also organised several
camps, both local and overseas, for both
undergraduates as well as for children
and teenagers.

NTUMS also reaches out to the non-
Muslim community in NTU through its
annual Islamic Awareness Programme
which aims to increase the awareness of
Islam amongst the non-Muslims (see IAP
article). This has become an even more
important event as the religion is
increasingly put in the spotlight. At the
2004 IAP, the new NTUMS website was also

officially launched by Minister for
Community Development and Sports,
Professor Yaacob Ibrahim.

NTUMS consists of an executive
committee and four subcommittees –
business, publicity, An-Naba (publications)
and logistics. Several adhocs are also
formed throughout the year for major
projects. If you’re up for a challenge, want
an opportunity to serve the community
and would like to be part of a Society
where fun and learning come together,
be part of NTUMS! To find out more, visit
the society’s new website,
http://www.ntums.org !

Amongst the camps MS held was one in
collaboration with Mendaki we called Kem Pelangi
(Camp Rainbow) specially for the young ones.
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Catholic Students’ Apostolate By James Chan

Canossian Sister Cecily (centre) and Sister Edwina (right) receiving tokens of
appreciation during our Annual Retreat.

Our Chaplain, Franciscan Friar John-
Paul Tan

Professor
Yaacob looking

through the
exhibition. He
was VIP at this

year’s event.

Sharing with our non-
Muslim friends during
the annual Islamic
Awareness
Programme

SJI Chaplain, Franciscan Friar Michael
D’Cruz celebrating Mass at NIE
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Movie Reviews

he American Idol. The Practicum
Lesson Observations. My, how
monumental the difference appears

to be. One boasts of high music prominence
and is at the helm of the entertainment industry
while the other is the ultimate pedagogical
challenge in the teaching industry. Let’s think
again. Are they really worlds apart? Somehow,
I’m compelled to think otherwise.

The American Idol and our lesson

observations are both rigorous developmental
processes that nurture wannabe singers and
trainee teachers to their fullest potential before
they become qualified individuals in their
respective professions. Okay, before you laugh
cynically, level with me here. It’s undeniable
that candidates (both teachers and singers)
have to go through gruelling, arduous and
demanding ‘observations’ before they achieve
a marked standard and gain recognition.

Lesson learnt – You’ve always got to be
determined, resolute and courageous in facing
all odds. You’ve got to put that never-give-up
attitude and put in your very best in your
singing…erm I mean teaching, to prove yourself
as an adept teacher.

Secondly, both the American Idol and
Practicum Lesson Observations require positive
elements like being prepared mentally and
physically. When you’re on the stage

T

Commentary Column
Here’s a light-hearted look at how the American Idol and our Practicum Lesson Observations bear an uncanny resemblance
and the lessons we can learn from them. By Nur Farhana Abd Kader
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BLASTBLAST

Collateral (DreamWorks)
Release Date:August 6th, 2004
Starring: Tom Cruise, Jamie Foxx, Jada
Pinkett-Smith, Mark Ruffalo, Peter Berg
Directed by: Michael Mann ( Ali-2001, The
Last of the Mohicans-1992)

Ladies, only one reason why you should
watch this movie: Tom Cruise. However, be
warned, Cruise in this movie is not looking
as good as he did in The Last Samurai. In
Collateral, he plays an older man who goes
around town in a cab to complete his killing
mission. Yes, you read it correctly; this
assassin rides in a cab. He hires the
unfortunate cab driver, Max (played by
Jamie Foxx) to follow him around. Max, not
only drives the cab but would have to stop
Cruise from killing the last witness, as well
as himself.

Catch the preview on www.collateral-
themovie.com

Exorcist: The Beginning
(Warner Brothers)
Release Date: August 20th, 2004
Starring: Stellan Skarsgard (from Deep Blue
Sea), Gabriel Mann, Clara Bellar (from AI ), Billy
Crawford, Ilario Bisi-Pedro
Directed by: Renny Harlin (Cutthroat Island-
1995, Nightmare on Elm Street 4: The Dream
Master-1988)

Have you been an avid follower of all the Exorcist
movies? If you answer ‘Yes’, then this movie you
should NOT miss. It is the mother of all the Exorcist
movies. Actually, the title of the movie itself,
explains everything: The Beginning. So, it is really
a prequel.

The movie brings you back to the time when
Father Merrin (played by Stellan Skarsgaard) was
doing missionary work in post-World War II
Africa. That is where he has his first encounter
with the demon Pazuzu.

Based on director, Renny Harlin’s experience
with movies like Nightmare on Elm Street 4, it
might just be the horror movie of the year. This
movie has a reputation to keep after the success
of the other Exorcist movies. Definitely looking
forward to that classic Exorcist-style thriller like
‘spinning heads’ and ‘projectile vomit’.

Alien VS Predator (20th Century Fox)
Release Date: August 13th, 2004
Starring: Sanaa Lathan, Lance Henriksen (from
Aliens), Raoul Bova (from Under the Tuscan Sun),
Ewen Bremner, Colin Salmon
Directed by: Paul W.S. Anderson (Resident Evil:
Apocalypse-2004, Mortal Kombat-1995)

All thanks to a bunch of scientists and adventurers,
two alien races engaged in an ultimate battle, decide
to bring their battle to earth (They probably heard
about the World Wrestling Entertainment and want
to make a cut for it!). So brings the tagline of the
movie, ‘Whoever wins, we lose’.

If you read about this movie under Yahoo!
Movies, it is categorized as “Action/Adventure,
Science Fiction/Fantasy, Suspense/Horror and
Thriller”. Quite a mouthful isn’t it? And if the genre
does not impress you, the director should. Paul W.S
Anderson did Resident Evil: Apocalypse and Mortal
Kombat. Still not impressed? Visit the website at
www.avp-movie.com.

By Azlifah Binti Ali
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performing your song, you’ve got to know your
lyrics, your stage showmanship, your dance
steps and your singing methods. Similarly, when
in class, you’ve got to prepare your lesson
resources, be proficient in your teaching style,
have proper time management and be
adaptable and think on your feet. You can
only deliver your lesson (performance)
successfully if you’re prepared. And oh yes, as
you know, getting audience and students
participation is the added bonus.

Thirdly – the JUDGES comprising of Mr Simon
Cowell, Mr Randy Jackson and Ms Paula Abdul,
also known as our Cooperating Teachers and
NIE Supervisors. (No offence..Hehe). They are

the big people up there whom you’ve got to
impress and prove your talents. Though
notoriously formidable and the bane of every
contestant/ trainee’s existence, they’re
ultimately the qualified personnel who will
assess our capabilities. Sure they keep you at
tenterhooks as to how they will ‘grade’ you,
but its all for a good cause. So no matter how
your every move is being scrutinized, in both
instances, you’ve got to be positive and
welcome constructive feedback. You’ve got
to develop that professional rapport, respect
and remain undaunted. One good thing is
that, Simon Cowell does not have an APT form,
or else…(you fill in the blanks)… Haha

In retrospect, I can elicit many more
similarities but I’ll end with one major difference
that will make us teachers win, hands down. In
the American Idol, contestants are eliminated
and voted out and are hardly given more
chances to prove their singing talent. But we,
teachers, are bestowed with sufficient
opportunities to prove and nurture ourselves
and every one of us has the potential of
accomplishing our Practicum with a Pass, Merit
or Distinction. And the best thing, none of us will
get eliminated and voted out if we try our best!
Let’s see which ‘competition’ can top that! My
most fervent hope is that, none of us will be the
teacher-reject equivalent of William Hung!
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Book Reviews

BLASTBLAST

The Da Vinci Code
By Dan Brown
Source: Amazon.com

With The Da Vinci Code, Dan Brown
masterfully concocts an intelligent
thriller that marries the gusto of
an international murder mystery
with a collection of fascinating
esoteria culled from 2,000 years of
Western history.

A murder in the silent after-hour halls of the Louvre
museum reveals a sinister plot to uncover a secret that has
been protected by a clandestine society since the days of
Christ. The victim is a high-ranking agent of this ancient
society who, in the moments before his death, manages to
leave gruesome clues at the scene that only his granddaughter,
noted cryptographer Sophie Neveu, and Robert Langdon,
a famed symbologist, can untangle. The duo become both
suspects and detectives searching for not only Neveu’s
grandfather’s murderer but also the stunning secret of the
ages he was charged to protect. Mere steps ahead of the
authorities and the deadly competition, the mystery leads
Neveu and Langdon on a breathless flight through France,
England, and history itself.
      Brown has created a page-turning thriller that also
provides an amazing interpretation of Western history.
Brown’s hero and heroine embark on a lofty and intriguing
exploration of some of Western culture’s greatest mysteries-
-from the nature of the Mona
Lisa’s smile to the secret of
the Holy Grail. Though some
will quibble with the veracity
of Brown’s conjectures,
therein lies the fun. The Da
Vinci Code is an enthralling
read that provides rich food
for thought.

Holla! Once again we meet in the funkiest section of the papers where I’ll give you some
snoop-in into cool books, awesome movies and entertainment! Don’t give this page a miss!

What best can ensue a
smile on the face than a
good hearty joke?! Well, all
I can I say is, laughter is the
best medicine!
* “Last week a grain of sand
got into my wife’s eye, and
she had to go to the
doctor,” a married man
told his friend. “It cost me
150 pesos.” He sighed.
“That’s nothing,” his friend
replied. “Last week a
cocktail dress got into my
wife’s eye, and it cost me
1500 pesos!”
* The patient looks
distrustfully at his doctor
and says, “In my state of
depression, I need
something to stimulate me.
Something that excites me,
that challenges me, that
works me up. Is there
anything like that in this
prescription?

“Nope,” says the doctor.
“You’ll find that in the bill.”
* Two longtime business
acquaintances were
walking down the street,
when suddenly one of the
men turned to the other,
looking very distressed, and
said, “My God! Here comes
my wife and mistress,
together!”

“Good grief,” said the
other, “mine too!”

INJESTINJEST

By Nur Farhana Abd Kader

The 5 People You
Meet In Heaven
By Mitch Albom
Source: Amazon.com

Eddie is a grizzled war
veteran who feels trapped
in a meaningless life of
fixing rides at a seaside
amusement park. As the
park has changed over the
years — from the Loop-the-Loop to the Pipeline
Plunge — so, too, has Eddie changed, from
optimistic youth to embittered old age. His days
are a dull routine of work, loneliness, and regret.

Then, on his 83rd birthday, Eddie dies in a tragic
accident, trying to save a little girl from a falling cart.
With his final breath, he feels two small hands in his
— and then nothing. He awakens in the afterlife,
where he learns that heaven is not a lush Garden of
Eden, but a place where your earthly life is explained
to you by five people who were in it. These people
may have been loved ones or distant strangers. Yet
each of them changed your path forever.

One by one, Eddie’s five people illuminate the
unseen connections of his earthly life. As the story
builds to its stunning conclusion, Eddie desperately
seeks redemption in the still-unknown last act of
his life: Was it a heroic success or a devastating
failure? The answer, which comes from the most
unlikely of sources, is as inspirational as a glimpse
of heaven itself.

In The Five People You Meet in Heaven, Mitch
Albom gives us an astoundingly original story that
will change everything you’ve ever thought about
the afterlife — and the meaning of our lives here
on earth. With a timeless tale, appealing to all, this
is a book that readers of fine fiction will treasure.
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this opportunity to introduce this
student loan to all new students
before you end up like me —
finding out about this after nearly
one semester had gone by. Or
maybe, I am just slow...

Okay, moving on to this great
scheme. This student loan grants
first year students up to $2500 for
purchase of selected laptops from
8 Flags Computer System and
Supplies. Second to Final year

F irstly, I would like to say a
big “Welcome!” to all new
in NIE. I thought to take

WIREDWIRED

students are able to make loans of
up to $2000. All loans are interest
free and can be repaid in monthly
installments for up to 36 months,
3 months after graduation. With
effect from AY 2004/2005, the
student loan will be extended to
purchase of selected desktop
models as well.

ducational interactive games in

Chinese, Malay and Tamil websites

(Happy Town, Nadi and Namnaadi

respectively), developed by the MOE, are

helping kids hone their mother tongue skills.

These sites have been helping many children

aged between nine and 12 to learn about

a range of subjects — from grammar to

culture — in a fun and interactive way.

As my mother tongue is Chinese, I went to

Happy Town to check things out. First off, I

realized that it is essential for you to have the

Chinese Font installed in your computer or you

would not be able to use the site at all. The 5

“locations” in Happy Town engage pupils in

active learning and participation. Besides

featuring stories, cultures, family values, songs,

news, knowledge, games, language tips, quiz,

riddles and jokes, the website hosts pupils’

written and creative works and provides

assessment in electronic contest form for

students to participate.

There are 14 games for each level from

primary three to six. Most of the interactive

LEARNING MOTHER TONGUE ONLINE
By Jasmine Gan

E

Student Loan for

Some models of laptops that
are available from 8 Flags, are
Fujitsu’s LifeBook, Apple’s iBook
and Acer’s Travelmate. Other than
laptops, 8 Flags sells laptop
carriers, PDAs, computer
accessories, MP3 players,
flash/thumb drives, digital
cameras as well as softwares.
However, the loan is only for your
purchase of laptops. All laptops
purchased are installed with
Windows XP Pro and Microsoft
Office XP Standard and has a 3-
year on campus warranty; 1-year
international warranty.

With all these “sweeteners”,
as well as the implementation of
Wireless@NIE, there are all the
more reasons for you to get
yourself a laptop. Hence, if you
have been hesitating on whether

to invest in one, this scheme
should help make up your mind.

If you are interested, you can
find out more about the loans as
well as the various laptops and
other products from their online
store at www.8flags.com.sg. Or if
you are feeling adventurous and
would like to pay them a visit,
their store is located at NTU-Blk
S3, South Spine, unit B3-04. Or
you can simply call them at 7000-
MY-FLAGS.

By Teo Shi Ling

LaptopsLaptops

...if you have been hesitating on
whether to invest in one, this scheme

should help make up your mind.
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primary and lower secondary
children because the standard of
English is too high for children
below 10 and too childish for those
above 14. Although it is easier to
accumulate points in Unity
Challenge as compared to other
games in Neopets, it also means
an easier ‘challenge’. There is not
much to stimulate the minds of
children even though they provide
a link to a website on family
values. In fact, I highly doubt that
the children will read up on the
family values due to the
lengthiness and seriousness of the
site. Personally, after playing it, I
felt that it is neither engaging nor
interactive enough to interest the
children. I feel that children play
the game as it is an easy way to
earn their points.

Nevertheless, it is definitely a
good alternative to inculcate
family values for Internet savvy
parents who have access to
computer and Internet and are
able to guide their children who
have an interest in Neopets.

17

Local Flavour Neopets
They form part of our character.
They help us decide on the way
to look at things, like what is right
or wrong, good or bad. They also
affect the way we relate with other
people around us. Many of these
values may change over time, and
people may have different ideas
on what certain values mean. Still,
there are some values that most
people will agree, and accept as
important ones that make family
life so wonderful. However,
families all over the world are
exposed to other ideas and beliefs
that can weaken or threaten family
life. This is why it is necessary to
encourage and promote values
that strengthen family ties.

Teaching restless pre-teens
about family values is always a
challenge to teachers and parents.
 Many students think that teachers
are too preachy when National
Education is taught in class and
are bound to respond with bored
expression, stifled yawns and
patent disinterest.  It is every
teacherís dream to have an
alternative to enable their students
to learn it willingly and perhaps
subconsciously while they are
having fun.

With this challenge in mind,
the Ministry of Community

Values are beliefs and
attitudes that affect the
way we think and act.

By Jasmine Gan

Development and Sports (MCDS)
and Neopets collaborated and
launched the game Unity
Challenge on 24 March this year
to commemorate the International
Year of the Family. Everyday,
children are posed a ‘challenge’
and encouraged to overcome it by
using a set of common values like
love, care and concern,
commitment and filial
responsibility on a virtual scale.
The game aims to teach children
the importance of family values
in an engaging way.  At the same
time, most challenges incorporate
situations that are typical of family
life in Singapore such as when
children have to stay with
grandparents as both parents
work and the maid often ends up
as the main caregiver.

But does this game work in
inculcating those values? First, let
us take a look at the statistics...

Neopets is the latest local fad
for children and neopets.com has
become one of Singapore’s most

popular website for children. The
Neopets site receives between
250,000 and 300,000 unique
visitors from Singapore every
month.  80 percent are children
while the rest are probably parents
who are keen to inculcate family
values to their children as the
games are fun to spend quality
time with their children.  Many
parents who are computer and
Internet savvy give praises to
Unity Challenge for they could
now teach their children family
values without feeling helpless
and preachy.

According to Neopets, Unity
Challenge, has received an
astonishing 2.8 million page
views. It is not a surprising finding
as children will find it an easy and
fast way to chalk up points.
However, my personal opinion is
that the game targets the upper

games are engaging and can be used as a

teaching resource in class as well as in an IT

lab to instill thinking and creative skills,

innovation and an enterprising spirit.  For

example, the game “Fruit Breakfast” let the

children select and enter their gender and

weight before they were told the amount of

calorie they need daily.  They are then told to

choose a fruit with a specific calorie where

they will be given a sentence to fill in the

blanks.  If the answer is correct, then the fruit

will be transferred into a juicer. “Have Fun

Shopping” is another game which enables

the children to earn money to shop by forming

the correct sentence pattern. By picking out

the appropriate items that are specified such

as electrical items, words will be revealed for

the children to form a sentence.  $10 will be

awarded for every correct sentence form.

However, the pace of some of the games

such as “Shooting the Balloons” and

“Skydiving” are too fast.  As such, the children

might not have the time to choose the correct

answer before they “shoot down” the answer.

All they would be able to do is to keep pressing

the keys to shoot down as many words as

possible. The arcade style of “Skydiving” of

moving from left to right to shoot the correct

categories of words may cause dizziness too.

 Nevertheless, on the whole, the games are

filled with stimulating animations, music and

sound effects that will captivate the attention

of the children and enhance their interest in

their mother tongue.

Games are found at:

http://www1.moe.edu.sg/happytown

http://www1.moe.edu.sg/nadi

http://www1.moe.edu.sg/namnaadi

WIREDWIRED
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performances in teaching and
providing an enriching learning
experience for NIE Trainee
Teachers and NTU
undergraduates.

The NTU Excellence in
Teaching Award recognises
academic staff for excellent

On 13 April, the list of
nominees for this year’s NTU
Excellence in Teaching Award
was unveiled. Prof Leo Tan
hosted the commendation
ceremony for NIE academic staff
who had been nominated. It was
a ceremony attended by academic

The NTU Excellence in

staff and student leaders. In his
speech, Prof Leo Tan talked about
the quintessential traits of good
teaching. According to Prof Tan,
teaching is about passing on the
knowledge and skills from one
generation to the next who will
then have to add on to and
continue the cycle. It is a
profession where one has “to pass
on 120% of what one knows to
the next generation.”

The actual award-giving
ceremony was held in NTU on
20 April. Prof Er Meng Hwa
delivered the opening address
and handed out the awards. This
was followed by a seminar on the
teaching and learning preferences
of NIE and NTU staff and
students in 2003, which provided

“valuable insights to academic
staff in their planning of teaching
strategies to match the learning
preferences of undergraduates”.
Of the 20 NIE nominees, 3
received the award. They are
Associate Professor Low Guat
Tin, Assistant Professor Abbas
Mohd Shariff and Associate
Professor Douglas Edge. ‘Voices’
congratulates both nominees and
award recipients.

By Joanna Hah

Arts Cluster
From the Asian Languages and Cultures Academic Group
1. Asst Prof Abbas Mohd Shariff
2. Asst Prof Rakkappan Velmurugan
3. Asst Prof Sivakumaran s/o Ramalingam

From the English Language and Literature Academic
Group
4. Asst Prof Teo Chin Soon, Peter
5. Assoc Prof Wong Yeang Lam, Ruth

From the Visual and Performing Arts Academic Group
6. Assoc Prof Ho Hwee Long
7. Asst Prof Larry Francis Hilarian
8. Asst Prof Leong Wai Yee, Jane

Education Cluster
From the Psychological Studies Academic Group
9. Asst Prof Ang Pei-Hui, Rebecca
10. Assoc Prof Esther Tan

From the Policy and Management Studies Academic
Group
11. Assoc Prof Low Guat Tin
12. Assoc Prof Moo Swee Ngoh
13. Asst Prof Lim Lee Hean

Science Cluster
From the Physical Education and Sports Science Academic
Group
14. Asst Prof Balasekaran Govindasamy
15. Assoc Prof Chia Yong Hwa, Michael
16. Assoc Prof Michael Charles McNeill

From the Mathematics and Mathematics Education
Academic Group
17. Assoc Prof Douglas Edge
18. Assoc Prof Koay Phong Lee
19. Mr Lee Ngan Hoe

From the Natural Sciences Academic Group
20. Asst Prof Yong Wan Hong, Jean

LIST OF NOMINEES FOR THE NTU
EXCELLENCE IN TEACHING
COMMENDATION CEREMONY 2004

TEACHING AWARD CEREMONY

Group photo of NIE nominees at the NIE ceremony.

A/P Ruth Wong with
Prof Leo Tan in the
NIE ceremony.

TEACHER TALKTEACHER TALK

Prof Er Meng Hwa with
A/P Douglas Edge
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educational and social
entrepreneurship in trainees and
reinforce among them a sense of
service to the community.

So, how will GESL be run?
Basically, NIE trainees volunteer
at a local organization in order to
learn more about community
issues and symbiotically, “the
recipient organization also begins
to understand better the service

19

Service Learning @ NIE

Gopal Thaiyalan and the new
General Elective that requires
trainees to learn through volunteer
experiences.

It’s a wonder how things
move ahead so quickly because
in this issue, we report on up and
coming service-learning events
lined up for NIE trainees.

Service Learning Club
Service learning is pro-active and
learning comes from active
reflections as Siva shared with
‘Voices’. To him, “SL is different
from volunteerism by the concept
of reciprocity between the server
and the served.” He quoted Dr.
Tim Stanton who will give a
service learning workshop at NIE
in July: “I serve you in order that
I may learn from you. You accept
my service in order that you may
teach me.”

The SLC has kicked off a long
list of events including adopting
ASEAN Stories and CIP
(Community Involvement
Programme) PLUS projects to be
driven by SLC and supported by

L ast issue, we reported on an
upcoming Service Learning
Club (SLC) headed by Siva

the YEP (Youth Expedition
Projects) Alumni. CIP PLUS was
launched with the
“Beatbreakerz” and “Graffiti Inc”
projects, which reached out to 50
students of Shuqun Secondary
through art and music activities
from 18th to 27th May.  The
proposed ASEAN stories will be
launched in September.

teacher preparation from July
2004 with the PGDE (Pri) cohort.
From 2005, it will be phased in
for all trainees in all programmes.

The objectives of this initiative
is to promote self-understanding
through teamwork, develop
project planning and management
skills, encourage innovation,
creativity, resourcefulness,

Group Endeavours in
Service Learning
‘Voices’ also found out from
Ast/P Alan Chng (Associate
Dean, PE & FP Special
Programmes) and A/P Vilma
D’Rozario (Sub-Dean,
Counselling and Development)
that a new Group Endeavours in
Service Learning (GESL) initiative
will be phased into NIE initial
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Jubilant Shuqun Secondary School Students on a field trip to learn more about graffiti art.

TEACHER TALKTEACHER TALK

provider in terms of its mission,
and organizational profile.” In
Ast/P Chng’s words, “it is a
partnership with the community
through which individuals or
groups can contribute towards
some identified needs of the
community.”

Now that service learning is
part of the curriculum for the 2004
PGDE batch and the rest of the
trainees in 2005, Siva thinks that
SLC could play a supporting role
for GESL in terms of training,
project identification and
administration. SLC offers
training through project planning
and management, sharing
information about service
learning concepts and theories
and project facilitation. Siva
offered CIP PLUS and ASEAN
Stories “as ready avenues for
trainees to embark on.” SLC will
also assist “in forming, organizing
teams (and) planning for the
presentations at the end of the
first year of project.”

For trainees raring to start
volunteering, the SLC has 6
International Youth Expedition
Projects (YEP) planned for this
December vacation, including 2
trips to India, 2 trips to Cambodia
and a trip to Sabah, Malaysia.
‘Voices’ found out from A/P
D’Rozario that YEPs are
“International service-learning
projects where our trainees work
with communities overseas in the
areas of education and
conservation of the environment.”
Recruitment for interested
participants for the next series of
YEP projects will be held during
the SLC Carnival from 2nd – 5th
August 2004. So look out for this
carnival and start planning on
doing something meaningful for
the community! For more
information, log on to the SLC
website at: www.servicelearning
club.nie.edu.sg

By Joanna Hah

...to promote self-understanding
through teamwork, develop project

planning and management

social entrepreneurship in trainees...

skills, encourage innovation, creativity,
resourcefulness, educational and
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Project Lanmadaw Yangon,
Myanmar 14 – 30 May 2004
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YOUTH EXPEDITION PROJECTYOUTH EXPEDITION PROJECT
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A bevy of beauties and handsome young men: NIE — SIF participants and Myanmar teachers
alike. Taken at the cultural exchange session on 29th May 2004

Carolyn Qiu Wanhui

Some YEP participants with the students
on the outdoor education camp day.
Can you spot which 2 are YEP
participants?

The YEP participants with the Upper Primary
students and the teachers in the English
Day Camp

The finale game Animal Farm where
different animals make different sounds
to find their homes blindfolded.

YEP participants with Myanmar MOE officials, teachers and tour guides at the National
Museum

ll 22 of us were in high
spirits as we left for
Yangon on a Youth

Expedition Project, the Myammar-
Singapore Education Exchange
Workshop. We were all excited at
what was awaiting us over at the
other side. Of course, there was
apprehension as we did not really
know what to expect. However
when we got there, we realised
our worries about the unknown
were unfounded as the principal
of the school, the teachers
involved in the workshops, as well
as the local people made us feel
more than welcome. They went
out of their way to make us feel
comfortable and everyone of us
appreciated this.

On the first day of the project,
after the opening ceremony, we
had a tea session with the
Myanmar teachers. We were then
shown around the project site. On
the second day, we were brought
on an educational tour by the
Ministry of Education of

Myanmar. We visited the National
Museum, the Shwedagon Pagoda,
and the Tribal Village, just to name
a few places that left deep
impressions. We learnt about their
culture and diversity.

Throughout our stay in
Yangon, the Myanmar teachers
cooked their traditional food for
us. We appreciated their efforts
and returned their gesture by
whipping up a few Singaporean
dishes for them on the day of the
closing ceremony.

The IT workshops we
conducted were found to be
useful. Some of the Myanmar
teachers had never touched a
computer prior to the IT
workshop we conducted.
However, there were some who
had experience with MS
PowerPoint and other programs.
To cater to the two distinct groups,
we had to allocate the more
experienced Myanmar teachers
with more experienced NIE
trainees. At the end of the
workshops, all Myanmar teachers
had a chance to create an MS
PowerPoint presentation and
present their work. This was an
achievement, especially for those
who had never touched a
computer prior to this workshop!

We conducted an Outdoor
Education workshop to teach the
concept of using games to educate
students. The Myanmar teachers

had just as much fun as
we did. Then was two
days of English
workshops where we
had five stations,
namely, the Critical
Thinking station, the
Games station, the Story-
telling station, the IT
station and the
Textbook-sharing
station. The Critical
Thinking workshop
introduced concepts that
were being used in

Singapore schools, the games
showed how English could be
learnt in a fun way, the story-
telling component worked on how
visuals could add fun to an English
lesson, the IT station showed how
teachers could incorporate IT into
English lessons and lastly, the
textbook-sharing session allowed

for us to share with them how
English was taught in Singapore,
from Primary 1 to Secondary 4.

After these 3 workshops, the
Myanmar teachers organised day
camps for four different level
groups of students. Three days
were put aside for an IT camp, an
English camp and an Outdoor
Education camp. All three days
went smoothly, without any major
hiccups because the collaboration
between the NIE trainees and the
Myanmar teachers was very good.
At the end of the three-day camp,
we all felt that our stay in Yangon
was coming to an end too soon

and we were all very sad to leave
the place that we had grown
attached to. The friendships that
we had forged with the teachers
was one reason why we were
unwilling to leave Yangon so soon.
There were many things we learnt
from the Myanmar teachers that
I feel we could adopt as future
educators, namely the passion for

teaching and a humble attitude.
Overall, the project team

benefited much from this Youth
Expedition Project. Although we
did not go there to build a school,
we hope we have built a place in
the hearts of the Myanmar
teachers that is called hope.
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Project Sneham Kerala,
India 4 – 22 June 2004 By Jade Lim

YOUTH EXPEDITION PROJECTYOUTH EXPEDITION PROJECT
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Family shot of the YEP participants and local youths

Potential Miss India contestants

The Resource Centre we raised funds to build

n the morning of 4 June
2004, 18 excited trainee
teachers headed for

Sakthikulangara, a small fishing
village situated in Kerala, India.
There, a traditional Kerala
welcome awaited our arrival.
Ladies dressed in Kerala saris, men
playing traditional drums and local
youths led us to St. John De Britto
Community Hall, where we
resided for the next two weeks.

The main objective of Project
Sneham was to set up a youth
centre with a library corner,

television corner and computer
station that would benefit local
youths. Unfortunately, due to the
rainy season, the building of the
youth centre had yet
to be completed by
the time we arrived.
Hence, we
rescheduled our plans
and spent the first
week of our stay
interacting with the
local youths,
conducting story-
telling, nature

appreciation and English lessons
for the children in two nearby
schools, namely St. Anne’s
Convent and St. Joseph’s High

School. We also had the
opportunity to share pedagogical
strategies with the teachers of
these schools. During the
weekends, we organised social
cultural programmes and games
for the children and youths of the
community. Through songs,
dances and games, we learnt
about each other’s cultures. All of
us had a ball of time. In turn, our
hospitable hosts organised a tree-
planting session for us, brought
us on an island tour and invited
us to a wedding ceremony.

Into the second week of our
stay, we began our work at the
youth centre. Together with the
local youths and painter, we
painted the interior of the
building. We also painted a mural
of marine creatures on one of the
walls. Soon after, we set up an
English library, TV and computer
corner. Despite the hard work and
hectic schedule, we enjoyed
ourselves immensely. On 19 June,
St. John De Britto Resource Centre
was finally completed. An
inauguration ceremony was held
and the resource centre was
officially opened.

Throughout the two-week
stint, what touched all of us was
the warmth, hospitality and
enthusiasm of our hosts. They
spent time and effort in ensuring
our well-being and they went the
extra mile to reach out to us. In a
short period of 18 days, we
developed a strong bond with
them. Hence, parting was difficult
and it was a teary moment when
we left the village. Overall, Project
Sneham was an enlightening
experience as we gained insight
into the culture of a group of
villagers who touched us with
their kindness and generosity.

Our ‘Little Mermaid’ inspired mural
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Singapore Idol

Average Joe

Courtesy ads on MRT trains

The Apprentice
(The corporate reality show starring
Donald Trump)

Hot Yoga
(also known as Birkam Yoga,
it’s Yoga in a room with temperature
set at about 37.8C)

Fanciful 3D art for polished nails

Visa Mini

Spiderman 2

Catwoman

UPBEAT (^.^)b OFFBEAT (-.-)p
American Idol

Joe Millionaire

“Ding dong!...next stop”

The Restaurant
(The reality show brought to you by
the same folks who gave you Survivor)

Hatha Yoga
(the most basic form of Yoga, Yoga in
the comfort of air-conditioned room
if you want)

Fanciful nail polish art

BMW Mini

Shrek 2

Garfield the Cat
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Indian movie stars came to our island for
the Samsung IIFA awards. This show is
perceived by many to be the India
equivalent of the Emmys. Fans were given
the chance to meet their favourite stars
through arranged meet the fans sessions
as well as the occasional sighting of stars
when they went shopping around town.

Recently I had the chance to watch
my favourite Bollywood stars on
stage. On 22 May 2004 many

UPBEATUPBEAT

Bollywood

I met legendary star Amitabh Bachan and
family on the escalator as he was heading
towards Lido for a movie! The show itself
was superb. We screamed to our hearts’
content when we saw our stars and even
more when they won awards. My most
memorable moment there was to see
people like Shah Rukh Khan, Anil Kapoor,
Hrithik Roshan and many others under
the same roof. It was almost too good to
be true! If you have yet to watch a Hindi
movie, go catch, “Kal Ho Naa Ho”
starring Shah Rukh Khan, Prietty Zinta
and my current favourite Saif Ali Khan
who injured his leg while playing
(fantastically by the way) in the football
match for charity.

FEVER

Kogi and friend at the IIFA Awards
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Dearest Aunt Artee,
It has been a happening mid year in the
arts scene with varied forms of arts events
taking place and not to mention the great
Flipside Festival at the Esplanade. There has
been so much going on and I wonder what
else can I expect in the later half of the year.

Aunt Artee, so have you got any
recommendations? Oh, and nothing more
than 3hrs please, I have not recovered from
my butt aches from sitting through so many
past performances.

Yours truly,
Artee Jr

Dear Aunt Artee Fartee
Dearest Artee Jr,
Oh sweetie, so nice to hear from you
again! It has been so long since I last
heard from you (and to have someone
addressing me as Aunt Artee instead of
Fartee). My dearest Artee Jr, worry not
about the later half of the year and expect
interesting events coming your way. Let
me suggest a few to you here.

And all you little darlings out there
do send any queries you have to Aunt
Artee Fartee, your aunt agony for the arts.
Keep your mails coming in.

Aunt ARTEE

Artee Jr, around mid July take a chance to bask under the lovely moonlight with
popular characters such as Shrek and Legolas in Starlight Cinema. In this event, a big
screen at Fort Canning Green would be showing Shrek and Shrek2 on 16th July‘04 (8pm
and 10pm), Van Helsing and The Lord of the Rings: The Return of the King on 17th July’04
(8pm and 10pm). Further information is available at the TicketCharge website. Sweetie,
in this outdoor event, you can choose to lie down.

 Well, if you prefer to stick to short performances, you can always go for shows that
last for only 90mins. One such performance would be The Philharmonic Chamber Choir
10th Anniversary Concert on 3 and 4 Sep at the Esplanade Recital Studio. It would be a
lovely, lovely evening as the Choir takes you through their favourite selections from
Scandinavia to Singapore. This concert also pays tribute to Toru Takemitsu, one of the
most important Asian composers of the 20th century.

The Water Station presented by the Theatre Training & Research Programme from
14th Sep’04 till 18th Sep’04 at the Esplanade Theatre Studio is another enchanting
performance. The story tells the encounter of various travellers with a broken tap that is
constantly running as they move along a pathway. This non-verbal
theatre has been described as a “chamber piece that speaks in the
rich language of silence to the neglected part of the soul”. It is also
the first graduation piece by students from the 2nd cohort of the
Theatre Training & Research Programme.

Information on events and performances are taken from the
TicketCharge website (http://www.ticketcharge.com.sg/) and the
Esplanade website (http://www.esplanade.com). Please refer to these
websites for further information. By Mei Cheng

By Kogi
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elltale signs are everywhere:
the old durian grove fronting
NIE Block 7, the jackfruit and

mango trees opposite the bus stop
in front of the School of
Communication and Information,
the rambutan and banana at the
corner of Nanyang Walk and
Nanyang Drive.  The most obvious
sign that others once made a living
out of the land we now occupy are
the plants they left behind.

Across from the NIE Library, one
cannot help but notice the luxuriant
jungle.  The trained eye — i.e., one
who grew up in or near a kampung
— can see that the “jungle” is in fact
an old rubber plantation, left for
Nature to reclaim once it was
abandoned.  Former NUS ecologist
Dr Richard Corlett estimated that
rubber plantations once covered 40%
of Singapore, implying that only two
generations ago just about anyone
would find a grove of rubber trees
as familiar as one might find a
shopping mall or MRT station today.

The educator in us might sense
an opportunity for a perfect
National Education moment: if we
teach children how to spot a rubber
tree, then we can tell them about the
great entrepreneurs such as Lim Nee

Soon, and then about the institutions
that these philanthropists set up,
such as the Tan Tock Seng Hospital,
and so on.

One might also realise
something far more amazing and
humbling.  Even in modest-sized
Singapore, a sizeable percentage of
the population derived their
livelihood directly from the land not
that long ago.  Furthermore, given
that links to the land can be so
powerful (witness people who still
feel the urge to cultivate micro-farms
outside the Boon Lay bus
interchange, along the KTM railroad
tracks, or on a tiny parcel in front
of an HDB block), isn’t it interesting
how suddenly and emphatically
those ties can be broken if one grows
up walking not on earth but
primarily on concrete and asphalt?

T

* Part One: Name each of the fruits shown on left
(labeled “A” through “E”).
* Part Two: Each of the fruits has a corresponding
leaf among the leaves labeled 1 to 5.  Match each
fruit to its corresponding leaf.

Test your

How good is your “KQ”?  Take part in our little
two-part quiz to find out!
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Send your answers to
slum@nie.edu.sg The
person with the most
correct answers stands to
win a free nature book; in
the event of a tie, the
winner will be randomly
selected from those who
are tied for first place.

E 5

D 4

C 3

B 2

A 1

Kampung Quotient

Roots
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By Dr. Shawn Lum

 Natural Sciences and Science

Education Academic Group
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Expedition Project to Vietnam
from 25 November to 18
December 2003. The community
service was done at Hoa Sua
School, located in Hanoi, one of
the competition venues for the
XXII SEA Games. The capital city
was ablaze with large banners
and mascot figures lining its
streets and beautiful lakes.

25NIE trainee
teachers embarked
on a Youth

Lunch with Athletes
During the course of our project,
we were very lucky to receive an
invitation to a reception lunch
with Mr Chan Soo Sen and some
of the Singapore athletes, from the
swimming and canoeing team. We
were treated to Singaporean food!
Nevertheless, our local athletes
were still the highlight of the
reception lunch . We managed to
catch up with a few swimmers
(Mark Chay, Leslie Kwok and

Joscelin Yeo) and cameras started
clicking away as it was a chance
not to be missed. Although we did
not get the chance to share our
experiences with the athletes, it
was indeed a memorable
experience!

We also met up with a fellow
NIE PE trainee, Lim Ling Min
who represented Singapore in the
canoeing event. It was a great
feeling seeing a familiar face in a
foreign country. After several days
of intense competition, Lim Ling
Min and her teammate, Tong Lee
Ling won their first medal. She
continued her winning streak
with a total of 2 silver medals in
the K4 1000m and K4 500m event
and a bronze medal in the K2
200m event. Congratulations to
Ling Min!

Swimming Finals
On 6 December, we went to the
National Aquatic Centre for the
swimming finals. The atmosphere
was electrifying, with thunderous
cheers from the Vietnamese
crowd. As part of Team Singapore,

we were dressed in our Team
Singapore T-shirt, geared with
balloons, banners and flags. We
applauded and cheered along
with the the first event kicked off.
It was the women’s 100m freestyle
and our “Golden Girl” Joscelin
Yeo was one of the competitors.
She proved top notch. It was a
patriotic moment for us when we
heard the “Majulah Singapura”
played at the Aquatic Centre
several times during the prize-
giving ceremony. This was indeed
a memorable experience for all of
us and the memories are etched
in our minds and hearts.
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By Yeo Yan Yan, Pics by Phua Yingli

Reception Lunch with Singapore Athletes

Hello, Hanoi XXII SEA Games 2003

Meeting canoe medalist was great!

Every story needs a

Every paper needs a
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If you are interested, or have any ideas
to contribute, feel free to speak your
mind and let your voice be heard.

Email us at nievoices@yahoo.com.sg

Include your
1) Name
2) Contact No.
3) Email Address
4) Course/Yr

5) What you are
interested in
writing about.

Hero.


